[Diagnosis of HER2 gene amplification in breast carcinoma].
Amplification of the HER2 gene, mapping to 17q21.1, is present in about 20 % of breast carcinomas. Amplification leads to an overexpression of the protein that made it possible to develop a targeted therapy by the monoclonal antibody trastuzumab (Herceptin). A good response to the treatment requires a stringent assessment of the gene status in tumours; only patients whose tumour shows a high expression of the protein or an amplification of the gene are eligible. Cases with intermediate level expression are checked by in situ hybridization, mainly by FISH, to identify amplifications in this subset of tumours. Results are sometimes difficult to interpret due to the frequent aneuploidy of the tumours. Moreover, copy number cut-offs of the gene for defining an amplification are variable according to the studies. A tumour is considered now as amplified when showing more than six HER2 copies per nucleus, or a ratio HER2 to centromere 17 greater than 2.2. The phenomenon of HER2 amplification in breast cancers is discussed in this paper, and distinguished from gene overrepresentation. It is recommended that tumours showing six to seven copies of HER2 are assessed with a kit including the centromere 17. Clusters of signals are characteristic of amplifications. The process designed for the assessment of HER2 is a model of strategies that will be used for the evaluation of markers involved in future targeted therapies.